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which did no good. I then tried Cetithe stand that he had not received
/KO Vaults, Monuments and 0 enera
l Cemetery Work Use
curs Soap and Ointment. I wash
from the home offrec of the company
ed
a check or voucher for the salary
Mr. J. W. Helsley, the district or- her head in warm water and Cuticara
Soap and gently combed the scale
due J. F. Nioholeon, one of the ganizer for the Woodmen of the off.
They did not come back and hers
agents. It was proven that the World, will go down to Birmingham, hair grew out
fine and thick. Sbe is
THE BEST STONE ON THE MAR
home office did send this voucher Marshall county, tomorrow or next uow a year and a half okl,
KET for Momunen-tal and
and has no
and that Wilson did receive same, day for the purpose of installing the trace of Eczema."
Building purposes, as It BLEACHES
••VHITIC UPON EXPOSMRS. C. W. BURGHS, Iranistaa
so the grand jury indicted him for new lodge organized there by this or
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS
Ave.,
WHI
Bridgeport, Conn., Feb.21,189S
TENESS; does not bealleged false sweaming.
der. He starts the body off with
come dark and discolored.
because they keep the feet cool—
Arnett Hodge was indicted on the about twenty-four members.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABO
never chafe or "draw"—are lighter
charge of stealing 2 fine bird dog
Sometime next meek he will go to
UT IT : :
:
and more comfortable, while they
from Druggist George Rawleigh, of Kirksey to institute the new lodge
prote
ct.
Sixth and Clay streets.. The charge there, with nineteen members.
Mrs. Barges writes Feb. 28, ton:
"My baby, who had Eczema very
Come in and see how they look on
is grand larceny ante the court set
badly on her head,as I told you befor
this case for trial on the 15th day
e, your shoes—they will fit any shape
Masons Elect.
after using
SOLE AGENT, ifiog TRIM BLE ST.,
of the term, which is today.
PADUCAH, KY.
One week from last night the Ma- cured. Shethe Cuticura Remedies was shoe.
is
now
six
years
old,
and
Tom Trimble, alias Tom Tramble, sonic lodges of this city hold thei.r has thick hair
We have a full line of any kind of
and a clean scalp."
.
/Br
colored, was indicted on the charge meetings for the purpose of selec
rubbers you could want, from a toe
Instant relief and refreshing sleep
ting
of stealing a bicycle from the little the officecs who are to serve .for
tip
to a buckle Arctic.
skin-tortured babies and rest for
the for
tired, worried mothers in warm baths
\son of Mrs. Allie Ogilvie, of this epsuing twelve months.
We have a good assortment of
with Cuticura Soap,and gentle anoin
city. Another Mil was 'brought in
rubber and felt boots; also damp
tlags with Cuticura Ointment, pnres
against him on the oharge of obtainproof shoes and high cut boots. Call
t of
Lodge Meetings.
,emollients and greatest of skut cures
ing money by false pretenses by pre
. early and get your correct size
Tonight the, Eagles meet at their This is the pures
t, sweetest, most
tending the bike was' his and selling quarters on Sixth and Broadway
speed
y,
permanent, and economical
, and
it to another. Those cases are set for the Olive camp of Woodmen of
the treatment for torturing, disfiguring,
today also.
World meets on the third floor over Itching, burning, bleeding, scaly,
An indictment was brought in Walker's drug store at Fifth and crust, and pimply skin and scalp
humours, with loss of
charging Missie Robertson and Per- Brogdway. Tomorrow night
Man- and children, as well ashair, of infants
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS THE
adults, and
cy Williams with breaking into the gum lodke of Odd Fellows meets
Y SAVE GAS BILLS—
Sellers of Shoes and Satisfaction.
at sure to succeed when all other remeis
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLA
establishment of Charles Denker the Fraternity building,
Y AT OUR
SHOW
while Friday dies and the best physicians fell.
ROOMS
several months ago and stealing night Ingleside lodge meets
321 Broadway.
add ilkowapplar S.
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trod today while Robertson is not
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Quite a Crowd Out. HOLIDAY RATES.
under arrest.
-Last met quite a crowd of people
attended the opening session and sup
Got One Year.
Charles Williams was given one per given by the Modern Wood
On account of Christmas and
men
New
year in the penitentiary on the of America at diter hall overd
Year's hoiidays the Illinois Centr
Fifth
al
charge of taking some 1049
and
Broa
Railroad will sell reduced rate ticke
dway. State Deputy De0 belongts
ing to Foreman Brothers and selling Part made a nexcellent
as follows:
STEAM FITTING.
talk that
PLUMBING.
them to Ikey Ackerman by claim- deeply interested the marry: there
To
all points in Illinois, Indiana,
Both Phones 201. 132 South F ourth St..
.
ONE
FINISHED ALONGSIDE Ohio,
325 Kentucky Avenue.
ing they were his property.
portions of West Virginia
THE FOURTH STREET
There was continoed until the next
Pennsylvania and Western
In at Evansville.
New
FILL.
April term of court the ease of WilThe Evansville, Ind., papers say
York, Ontario and Michigan, one
and
lis Mount charging him with killing that Mr. Harry English has
one-third fare for the round
been
-trip,
Willis Nutty above the -Stag saloon there and goes back after Chris
tickets to be sold December 23,
tmas
On
'
• •rth street two years to institute a branth of the order of Authorities Will Not Take Chances 25, 30 and 31 and January r, aa,
and
of Getting More Damage Snits
ago•
postponement heal to be Beavers, like he did bore several
good returning until January
3.
Through Negligence.
• account of it being unable weelds ago. He is the organizer who
To all points South of Ohio
and
. to get important witness- was here with Mr. E. W. Tripp.
Potomac Rivers and East of Mis107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
•
•
whose testimony is badly
sissippi river, one and one-third fare
• by the defendant.
St oo Kid Gloves--all colors
Assistant Street Inspector Edward plus 25 cents, tickets to be sold DeW.
was postponed over until
and extra quality—for Xmas
McCormick's crew of street depart- cember 22, 23, 24, 25, 30 and it and
• y die indictment charging Lo%is
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
ment mechanics yesterday at noon January r, good to return until JanuSn?ithezs with deranging Estella
soolool putting the long fence on ary 4.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKI
H ribtrt, cobored, against her wills
ES.
—Something new and unique in Ito ,tiver side of the fill being
J. T. DCYN0VA N.
made
Everything seasonable in the 'stable this
eorge Armstrong, colored, was package goods for Xmas
serve
d to order. A
Ing where Four* steeet
•
Agen
t,
. These
Padu
cah, Ky.
beyond
fine noonday lunch for 25 ctn...
tinted of the charge of cutting goods are fresh and upsto
G. C. WARFIELD.
-date. No Husbands is so low. There has been
ugene Jackson last week during a old stock.
a fence on one side of the fill for
T. A., Union Depot.
Oght they had at the Abe MOrcoffHAWKINS BROS., 417 B'way.
some time, but the board of works
. sky ealoon on Second and Kentucky
had one put on the other side in orss SW/Mt.
o
der to prevent anyone from drivOrg
4•-• One year in the penitentiary w.as
over the side and thereby injuring
given Frank James for shooting
themselves. There is about I.200
Free Delivery—
Telepleone 756.
Gabe Fletcher two years ago during
feet of fencing on both sides and this
Having secured the services of Mr.
a quarrel on North Ninth street.
protects the public for a long distJohn Niehaus, he would be pleased
James was captured' only a few
orter, and in, fact covers all of the
COM
MIS
to meet his friends and old customSIONER
ROSE
months ago in West Tennessee and
PRE- dangerous places.
PARING TO MAKE STATEers, promising them the quickest ser. ..'ihrought back here by Detective
Inrmediately after completing with vice and nothing but
MENT OUT.
Os, Moore.
the best drugs
the fence there Assistant Inspector at reasonable prices
•°-. Bill Buckner. colored, was given
McCormick took the men over to
• Me month in the county jail for
the new fill at the end of Caldwell
Stealing sonic lap robes from the 'bug Chief James
Woods of the Fire De- street, leading out towards the
new
gy of Roy McKinley, who conducts
partment Is Working on His
box and basket factory of Messrs.
a commission business on 5puth Sec
Annual Report.
Morris & Wells near the Union deond street near Washington.
pot. There they are now puttioht
Civil Matters.
up a fence on the brink of the fill
A writ of possession was granted
•Me. C. C. Rose, the commissioner side to obviate the possibility of any
the suit of Harrell against Poe. here for
one driving or fallings over the side
the
There was filed the bill of evidence Underwrite Kentucky Board of Fire and rolli
ng *o the bottom of the
rs, is now preparing to
and exceptions by defendant in sup- make
out his annual report to be for- ditch, fifty feet below.
We have the latest in Kid
port of the motion for a new trial warde
The city authorities believe it will
d to headquarters, showing the
Gloves, elbow length, dressed, in
of the suit of Urey Yottng against amount
of fire premiums taken in pay to have fences put alongside the
blacked and white, at $3.00
the Illinois Central railroad. Plain- durin
g the past twelve months, and fills, because they now stand a good
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
tiff sued for ;axon for the kos of also
the amount paid out by the corns chance to lose siverar thousand (folOf PaclunAh, KentudqSr,
his eye, oshich was destroyed
iages on account of the accident to $5 BILL NO
by a panics for losses.
WORTH $2.56o.
piece of metal flying from a - boiler
Cap
ital and Surplus $11515,cocoo]
Mins Cornelia Johnson, who was out
Mr. Rose estimates that the
at the shops whete he was employprem-, citiving one
eveni
ng
itnne
with
will
Owne
E.
run
Fels'
r
Will
Ask
somet
Rhod
hing
Islan
e
ed. He got judgmeet for the toll
d to Rebetween family and
they drove over the side
deem It at Compound Interest.
arnoent and the road is now appeal- $125,000 and $r5o,000 for the year, but of the fill
wher
e
ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
Eleventh street ends
O. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES
ing same. Hendrick, Mittel. & ltfar- he cannot tell the exact ansonnt
just north of Jackson street. Ther
losse
s
until
Ames
he
e
, Iowa, Dec. to.—L. C. St.
does some figuring.
Ile represent the swinging side and
N.
W.
VAN CULIN CASHIER.
was no fence along the end of
It is pAssible that in making out
the John of this city has a curiosity in
Charley Wheeler the losing side.
his street to
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits
'
,how that it terminated on his posse
state
ments
your deposits. Pays 4
he
will
ssion
have to make sev- the
in a $5 bill which is
An amended petition was filed in
brink Of the decline, while there :as years
old. He has just gained per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in
the suit of Nellie E. Chiles against eral of then), one for the Kentneky wars
fire
neither
G. 13. Chiles, wherein plaintiff and Tennessee .Board of Fire Under- warn anyo any electric fights to posession of it, although it was left proof vault for rent at $3 to
dio
ne.
per
yell
go
Miss
to
aisa.
withe
John
You
rs
son was to him by his mother, who died some
carry your owe
and then another for the Kenclaims her dowry interest hi the estthrown out of the rig, and going the twelv
e years ago. The
tate of her deceased hastened, who tucky body 'alone, which was created city, got
was given key and no one but yourself has access.
judgment for several thou- her when a cikb
made no provision for her in his independent of the joint body 'When sand dollar
by a relative.
's. The case is now pendthe Kentucky and Tennessee organ
It was issued under the act of July
will.
•
- ing in the appel
late court.
2, 1770, by the state of. Rhode Islan
The reoport of sale by Master Corn ization dissolved at Louilvilk two
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d,
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s444.444.44,4441
ipal drawing 5 per cent. interest per an• isoioner Cecil Reed was coefserned months ago.
authorities have been a little
The
losse
s
nom
this
more
year
and signed by John Arnold.
will probably particular
• he allowed $20 in ehe suit
of
about kW iisg the sides of Figuring compound
interest it is now
qfptiv C. Hughes against S. F. run in the neighborhood of Stoo,000, dangerous
fills exposed to accidents. worth $2,56
but of course not that much by
0.
a
good figure has been paid out by the
It is the intention of Mr. St. •John
Admitted to Practice.
fire
insurance companies. The coopNot only the largest
to communicate with authorities at
Yesterday after court WIV4 over
line
of
Ladies' Purses to selec
Washington and ascertain if the state
Judge Reed selected as a committee erage cotnnmany's heeding department
t from,
but better values for
of Rhode Island will redeem the bill.
Lawyers helm G. Miller and John in Mechartioduirg was the heaviest
the money
than you can find
'
P
G. Lcerett to examine Miller Nel- loss, while Lan getaff-Orme
desinywhere.
RUDY, PHILLIPS &
Woulds'a you like to give
son, of Smithland, and A. E. Boyd troyedo sawmill was a good-sited one
CO.
,
some friend a pretty rug? We
of this city, both of velrom are law also.
Chief James Wood, of the fire
hay a beauty at $3.40. If you
ettiderits applying; for a Herne* to
THIEVES LOOT A CHU
are thinking of giving some subRCH.
practice. After examining the youn department is now getting up his
g
stantial gift why not consider a
men with a long seeks of legal quer; a n n nab report of looses, runs, etc, Notab
le Work of Luca Dellar Robb
and be will furnish Mr.. Rose with an
carpet for instance
ie
totes, the committee reco
Plenty of
mmended outline of the lasse
Stolen From Altar.
time to make it before Christs jinn as soon as
that they be admitted to the
bar, he finishes with
mas
the documents.
and this ware done.
Florence, Italy, Dec. r.—A
mest
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
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audacious theft has been
committed
—Something new and troilism in in a
Mr. James M. Lang and the
two packa
church at Peseina, where
Loads Hotel Orchestra. /
other jury ceminissioners
the
ge goods for Xmas. These thiev
es succeeded in stealing a
yeste
Carl Beck, formerly leader of the
not
wrote out the soo names of rday goods are fresh and up-to-date. No able
resiwork of Luca Della Robbie after orchestra
dents of thie city and count
old stock.
at The -Kentucky, is now
removing the entire altar.
y and
Tile loss leader of the Planters hotel orchestra
deposited the batch in
HAW
KIN
S BROS., 4t7 Biway.
is booked upon as incal
the jpty
culable.
at St.
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EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
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Simplest Methods. Apply to
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Perfect Beer

Sheriff Potter Settles With
the Fiscal Court

UGHLY filtered soft river water, the
THORO
best Barley-Malt, imported Bohemian

THB GREATEST BAR
GAINS IN WALL
PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFF'ERED
TO THE FUBLIC.
YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WAL
L, CEILING AND
BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE firma. F.1.7
4 OF ONLY 65 CENTS.
NICE PLAIN FLO
RAL DEMONS THAT
OTHERS ARA SELLIN
G AT 6 CENTS ?ER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL
YOU AT ONLY tY2c PER
SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE
ROLL,ALL NEW AND
BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE
lrIANDSO&LE DESIGNS AT
5c, zoc, 15e, 20C
AMD UP TO $3.00 PER
SINGLE ROLL, ALL
KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE
. NEW PA NELL
EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CCRNIOI
AND—EVERY CONSIEVas:AB
Lse COre.
OR AIM LOVELY AFF
RINGED BORDERS TO
MATCH. ALL
COMBS IN BURLAPS— .ALS
O HANDSOME WOOD
EFFECTS "IN
JAPAIMBIBE FIBRE, ALL
COLORS. THE VERY
LATEST DENi ALL NEW :PAPERS.
WE ALSO CARRY A FUL
L LIMB
OF READINGS, ROOM
MOULDING, PICTURE
FRAMES, WINDOW SHADES, CANVAS
, TACKS,AND BUILDI
NG AN DROOPING
pAPERS. -ALL AND SEE OUR
NICE LINE OF SAMPLE
S ANT)
BE CONVINCED THAT
WE WILL TREAT
YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST
VALUES FOR THE MON
EY.

Hops and Special Culture Yeast are the ingred
ients of

COLLECTIONS IN FULL
TURNED INTO COURT.
;
County Officials Get Their "Christmas" Money and Many Paupers
Their Usual Allowances.

PART OF DEBT ORDERED
PAID BY TREASURER.

1.1

Yesteeday die fiscal court held its
By lagering (ageing) not less than 4 months
called session at the county court
, every
tra
ce of the injurious,unfermented constituents
house. The most important piece
,found
of- bushier, transacted wars the eetin immature beer, is removed.
tlement made with Sheriff Lee Pot-ter for the taxes due the couety
through that official. The statement
St. Louis, U.S. A.
filed by the sheriff was quite volumin
ous, showing the amount of all cher
Orders Promptly Filled by
acter of assessments arid the funds
to which it wart apportioned.. The
B.
C.
Arrive sr far 0111•01
Loeblein, Mgr. Anheuser-Busch Branch, Paducah. Ky.
•••
document
shows that the total
amount of city and county, property
on which county taxes were collected was valued at $12,277,85°, to cimmi3si
oner, so it could be cIiec'which reductions of $675,163 were ed
peer for .yeatteda.y's riettlemeat,
made on account of erroneous assess
he had collected $31,72 taxes from
ments, exonerations and other caus- the Sout
hern Expsess company. He
es tending to reduce the gross was orde
red to pay this over to the
amount. The report 'further mowed coun
ty treasurer.
that tie- sheriff has paid into the dif
City
Health
Officer William
firent funds the following sums for
Grav
es
was
allowed Us for vaciriatthe entire year: Funding account,
$40.609.40; county levy fund, $26,- nn prisoners taken the past year
e
6811.22o; road and bridge fund, jig,- from the local County- jail to penetenenemy; pauper fund, $5,8o1.34' The tiariee to serve eratences given them
sherifA paid over $33,5oo previous to for flifferent offenses. The state
last week, while at the latter date, law is that no pris42ner can ,he taken
--eleerrewhich closed his collections, be paid to a penitentiary without first baVine
beet vaccinated. In this manner
over $68.563.16.
The settlement of the fheriff show there is prevented a smallpox epicct that he had collected every cent demic .inside the pen. Just before
Sheriff Potter would leave for Eddyand turned
over to the proper auand look around. We
thorities fur the county. He is giv- vine or Frankfort with prisoners he
are proud of our stock
would have the health officer go to
en until next April in which to colof pianos and Hie to
lect the poll taxes due for this year. the county jail here and vaccinate
unfo
the
rtun
ates
.
sho
fisce
The
w them. We can
l court
while untie that date he is given to
30 SOUTH THIRD ST.
save you time, money
collect the tangible and francbise tax yesterday turned the bill down, but
PADUCAH. K14
afterwards reconsidered and allowed
from the Illinois Central railroad.
and anxiety.
and the N. C & St. L. railroad. same, it being made evident to them
that the vaccination and immeliate
He canine collect these railroad
deportation of the prisoners meant SECOND YEAR IN BUSINESS IN
amounts because
asse
the
Fements
PADUCAH.
placed upon the properties have not a saving to the county fund, as it We offer
special values in
would have coat adbitinnal to keep
529-531 Fourth
yet been certified to hima by the state
Solid Gold Watches.
them
here
in
the
coun
ty
jail
a
cerequa
beard of
lization;
Solid Gold Chains.
Sheriff Potter has codected $45,- tain length of time before being carSolid Gold Rings. •
ried away if they were not vaccinat406.63 for the state and turned over
Solid Gold Link Cuff Buttons
ali of des to the Feankfort officials ed.
Th: following allowances were
Solid Gold Brooch Pins, Diamond
with the exception of Segb, which he
will pay over wised he goes to made out of the pauper fund: Rob- set.
Solid Gold Lockets.
Frankfort next week to carry the ert Wilkins, $687; M. J. Michelson.
Soli
$14.
d
Lang
Gold Crosses and Neck
36;
Brot
hers
,
$77.
8o,
circuit court prisomers. He takes
Englert & Bryant. $42.75; J. W. Chains
refle females there.
Pendley, Lao; while out of the court, Sterling Silver Spoo
ns
ty levy fund was allowed the follow Sterling Silver Toilet Sets.
taeurt's Allowances.
'Holiday
in
W. Ee Baiter, $7.ao;
C. E. -Sterling Silver Novelties.
In making allowatrces yesterdaje
Grah
Finest line of Cut Glass
the lineal court set aside the follow- Jone am. •S453.30; Jailer L. L.
0111424106 Broadway
SEE OUR LINE OF XMA
s, $466.3D; W. E. Baker, .$23.Sterling Silver Bon Bon Dishes
Phohas:Office 385—Residence164.
ing dams, placed in the hands of difS
Sheri
ff
43;
Lee
Pott
er.
Sr
to.eo; W. Solid Gold Spectacles and
ferent parties for the benefit of the
Eye GOODS WHICH WILL BE ON
a ,
poor people needing help from the E. Covington, $3.o5; Weille 'Sr Son, Glasses, properly fitted
rromaarnommisirg
DISPLAY AFTER THE 15T
J A KONETZKA, Optician.
public fend: Dennis Clumpy. foe A. $3-35.
H,
Sheriff Lee. Pottei put in a claim
21 years' experience.
Carrigan, $t5; Kate Sivels for Emma
3I B'vray.
THE BEST VALUE FOR
Simmons, $15; W. M. Baldry for for $162.47 for conducting the pubTHE
Paducah, Ky
June Connie, a15:,Thrxnas Jones for lic safe of property where the ownA large line of Eagle emblems
MON
EY
IN
in
THE
CITY
AT
J. P. Gentry. $‘5; W. T. 'Byrd for ers had not paid their taxes, but the stock.
Mrs. Magee, $ao; John Thompson account was deferred.
PRICES FROM 25C TO $25
oo
The court did not finish yesterday
for Mrs. Burns, et8; Ellen Campbut
will
this
morn
—Ou
ing.
r
cand
ies are fresh, pure and
bell foie idiot child, $111; M. B. Tapp
A pair of Portiere would infor Rufus Story, ;to; Mary B. HarDon't fail to look through our
deed make a nice gift. We have
per for child. Sic Mr. Lersher for
art department for fancy pin
some twenty pairs of mill samhimself. $12. There allowances were
DUBOIS, KOLB & CO.'S OLD
cushions and novelty Xmas gifts.
ples to sell rather than return
made every quarter.
STAND.
Pret
ty
Pillow Tops
them.
New patents at about
'There was allowed the salarier of
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
one-third less than regular price
all the county officials up to tete last
.
of this month, at which time a num
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
eb-r of them go out of office. This HAZING VICTIMS RECOVER.
included judge Lightfoot. County
--Attorney Eugene Graires, County Leaving Annapolis Hospital, They wholesome. Made every hour..
HAWKINS BROS., 417 B'way.
Physician Pendley, Clerk Charles Must Go Before Board and Testi
fy.
Graham, of the fiscal court, Superintendent Samuel J. Billingtors,
Annapotis, Md., T)cc. tie—Midabite
REMOVAL NOTICE
the county schoote, and County Corn man Kirnthenigh, the hazing of whom
WE WISH TO INFORM THE
has recently attracted much attention, PUBLIC
inksioner Richani J. Barber.
10 1211
THAT
WE
HAVE
INI 10
Lawyer Edward H. Puryear was and Mid'shiprnan Cower, who was MOVED OUR
PACTORY AND
allowed atoo for looking up the title paralyzed while in class a few
days SUPPLIES FROM OUR OLD
The taste of a cigar is affected
oi a piece of property belonging to ago, are both ekpected to leave
the QUARTERS AT 403% BROADthe rover. L. Ii. Iluabands claim naval academy hospital tomo
by its condition as well as the
rrow. WAY, TO 523 BROADWAY, IN
ed the property and the county It is understood that both will shor
t- THE
REGISTER
grade of tobaco in it. If it
BUILDING,
claimed it, and the title in the latter ly be called before the board of in- WE
is
ARE NOW PREPARED TO
was established by the lawyer get- vestigation now sitting.
too
dry, it has a hot, smarting,
FURNISH
OUR
CUSTOMERS
ting up the abstract, and for this he
WITH ANYTHING III THE
tongue-Mtin gtaste. If it is
RUBwas allowed the sum mentioned.
A pair of plaid, all-wool Blantoo
BER STAMP LINE
WE HAVE
There wae reported paid over to
kets would be a pleasant gift,
moist, its taste is full of nico
ADDED TO OUR BUSINE
SS A
the county treasurer $8a by former
wouldn't they? $3.40 to $5 oo.
COMPLETE LINE OF
tine.
Superintendent of the County Public
OFFICE
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
SUPPLIES, AND wri„L
Schools Marvin S. Ragedale.
APPREOur cigars are kept just
CIA
TE A SHARE OF YOUR
right
Former Gov. W.7 0 Bradley, in
PATin all kinds of weather.
RONAGE, AS WE ARE
The
it letter fd a- Cincinnati paper, deni
Settlements, Etc.
CON
FIes DENT WE CAN
iraessommomow
PLEASE YOU,
reason—we watch them.
,The county treasurer was ordered that he is a. candidate for congress, AND
WILL WAIT ON YOU
to pay $5,000 to the First National and statnps the author of the report YOU
AT
R PLACE OF
BUSINESS
bank and take tip that ampoule% of tie! as •a "designing person."
AND DELIVER TO
ANY PART
$20o00 bonds Cara bank took from
OF THE CITY
Dainty Xmas gift.
the county several years ago when
Keiser
WE
ARE
PREPARED
Neckeirear—Colbra or Turnover
• tile couety . government floated the
TO
MAKE YOUR RUBBER
A beautiful assortment
*tie in raising Money for road pitrSTAMPS
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RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO
poes. This first en,000 falls due
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the firel of next month.
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OADWAY
& STENCIL CO
In the COlitc•e of a debate in the
The county treasurer was authorTELEPHONE 63,
ized to borrow alrecoo en pay oR senate yeeteiday Mr. Teller, dr COI
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belie
and bridge fund ben g ovetdraw
n by aeor f in the .honey of the late Sen
the authorities en pros-tetting their
Miteaell, of Oregon%
Governor's Orders Scare
Police Near
county road, wok.
Chicago Into Action.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
The treasurer.
was also ordered to pay off
'Twenty Chinese rowviies were killthe
notes made when money was bet- ed during an incipient riot in the
Chicago, Dec. 19.—Following
—LAWYER---the
Towed for the county levy fund
streets of Shanghai. Order finally action of Governor Hanl
.
y in summarCoroner Charlee Crow put in his was restored by British sailors and ily removing the Ham
mond police Will practice in all courts of Ken
native police.
account for holding inquests
cotromissieners an unpreced
and
burying pauper people in the
tivity on the"part of local ented accounty
officials was
Four men charged with participa- apparent Sunday.
cemetery. The bill was referred
'Hammond, In- taken out
to
of the satoons. The West
tion in the -attempt to assasminat diana Harbor, East
Judge Lightfoot for him
e
to verify
Chicago and
and to Viten pay same.
the sultan last July were sentenced Whiting were closed
Hammond saloons did a land
tight for the
office
to deat hat Constantinople.
J. S. Young reported that he
first time in their history.
business. Violaters or the cigar
had
The
pool
ette
collected ar3.a5 and paid
rooms at Whiting and
it over to
Indiana Har- law will also be arrested.
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the county treasurer.
Gov. Beckham has sinned the war bor. where Chicago
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sporting men bet
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Chief Cox of Hammond is carrying
Sheriff Potter reported that a(ter rant for the earecutiors ha I.ouiseille, on the races, were raided.
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Come in

Undertakers and Embalmers,

MAME, LEMUR & CO.

faibwin

W. T. MILLER &BROTHER
520 Broadway.
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Special Sale
On Wall Paper:

Opening!

L. L. BEBOUT
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General In rance Agency

We Write Anything in Insurance

‘iITS HIGH TIME"

ALVEY & LIST,

•

CIGARS.

For you to begin laying up
something for
rainy days and the infirmities
of old age.
Make regular deposits in this
bank where
your money will be at worKfor you
at compoundlinterest and grow into a sum that
wilrsurprise you.

MECHANICS .
and FARMERS
SAVING

•
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Broadway,

BANK,
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THE REGISTER

wire and things of that sort are
among their fiaisited;a,products. Not
only in the South, but in Mexico,
PUBLISHED BY THE
Cuba, Porto Rico and Central AmeriREGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.. ca they find profitable anarkett At
this rate, Birmingham will be over(Incorporated)
taking
'Pittsburg before men now
At Register Building, 523 Broaciway.
young grow old.

Make Your Jewelry Selections at

WARREN

JAMES E. WILHELM, President.

The St. Louis Republic mentions
this important ft and makes an
:OHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
encouraging prediition:
ROBERT S. WILHELM, shecretary.
"The long-distance transmission of
electricity from, Louisiana, the metroEntered at the postoffice-Of
polis of the Missouri county of Pike,
cab, Ky., as isecond-claiss rnail matter. to light the streets of Bowling Green,
twelve miles away; marks the begint
fling of a period in which electric feed
One Year
Six Months
2.50 wires will network the country as
three Months
Las thickly as rural post routes."
One Week
"A woman is 'tin!), a woman !nit
the average man is a jokg," says
Anyone :ailing to receive this paw
regulraly should report the matter to Mary Mac in the Dulaitb N•ews. If
The Register office at once. Tele- Miss Mary will conAiftei •Kentticky
phone Cumberiaziel 313.
she can find some men who are serious propositions in some regards at
least. In this state there are men
from signs seen about the houses.

\

WARREN'S

New Store,403 1316adway. 'Open'Evenings.
OS

Our Holiday stock this year is the largest and
most complete
we have ever carried, and we assure you tha
t the quality is not
surpassed in Paducah. ,Low price is an attrac
tion at our store.
Every article is guaranteed to be the best on
the market. Remember the place, one door from 4th and Broadw
ay.

Is Tom Lawson going to get it in,
the neck or not from the Standard
Wednesday Morning, Dec. 20, 1905 Oil company. He has many old
friends in this neck of the woods Ilso
are "pulling" for his success in his
The insurance investigation conlatest "mill."
tinues at New York without any apparent prospects of the surprising deThe supreme court of the United
petit jury can try the Charges and
velopments ending. Though the com- States Monday de-ciao:3So bear argtinish with them.
mittee has lately been giving. its ument on the questions involived in
By this new mode of proceedure
the judge can have three more
attention to the smaller companies the Caleb Powers case on January
weeks each year for the grand jury,
still there has been seen no change ts.
and
then while that body is workATTO
RNEYS OF CITY HOLD
in.the .irregutarities discovered except
ing up indictments, utilize the reWilhelm & Ferriman, 311 BroadIMPORTANT MEETING
in Size. The management of all the way.
spective advance weeks to civil litiA full line of Xmas Pipes and
FRIDAY.
companies having headtruarters in Cigars.
gation and in this manner help
trin,
g all arcemd.
New York particularly seem to have
judge bas talked this matter
The
A
nice Silk Waist makes a
fooled with the same tarred stick and
The
over
Idea
to
every attorney practicing at
of
Judge
Reed
Is
to
most
Proaccept
able Xmas present
got their hands so smeared that noththe local bar and they are heartily
cure Three More Weeks for
asd our line offers quite, a choice
ing could slip through them. Every
in favor of same, because many have
in price and patterns
Court in Paducah.
investigation therefore has resulted
to stand by and watch their importRUDY, PHILLIPS & CO
ant lawsuits go over from term to
to an extent just as did its preckces-'
YOU HAVE JUST ONE MORE WEEK IN WHIC
The lawyers of this city will Fri- term because there is not time sumH TO DO
—Our candies are fresh, pure and
sor, and the deeper the- boring the
YOUR
HOLIDAY SHOPPING. LET US SUGGEST
team
to
day
try
al!
evenin
THAT
of
them
g
is
at
YOU
the
the
expegenera
whole
l
some.
assem
Made
bly
every hour..
CALL AT THE RACKET STORE (IF YOU HAVE
greater the rascalities ascertained.
chinsber at the city hall hold a most ditious .nitinner the judge desires.
NOT
YET
HAWKINS BROS., etr irway.
DONE
SO), AND INSPECT SOME OF THE SPLENDID
One fact of interest 'which makes
important gathering for the purpose. 'Phis idea of the judge is only anTHIN
GS
of taking some action regarding other of bis numerous suggestions WE HAVE FOR GIFTS—GIFTS THAT ARE USEFUL AS WELL
more startling the conditions of the
ORNA
AS
MENTAL.
changing tele periods of , time for that looks towards dispatching cases
companies than the public has seemed
with
rapidi
ty,
boldin
and
the
g
lawyer
circuit
s
court
are
here in Paduto think is the fact that many of the
cah and at Benton, the counties of str.ingly in favor of the state legiscompanies have been covering their
McCreirken and Marshall comprising lature altering things so as to conweak financial condition by placing
BY A MOPE STREAK OF LUCK WE RAN
this judicial district. The lawyers form to this progressive idea of ha
ACROSS A SWELL
false valuations on realty possessions, H FILLIETT CLAIMS THEY will decide what they want done in honor, who believes in working in LOT OF HIGHLY DECORATED CHINA—THEM ARE SMALL
OWE HIM FOR SERVICES
the premises, and them as the state conjunction with the lawyers to ex- PIECES, SUCH AS SALAD DISHES, BOWLS, PLATES,
not being able to do this with their
CREAM
legislature when it convenes at pi dite their busineos os much as PITCHERS, CRACKER BOWLS AND MANY OTHER DISHES
PERFORMED
bonds, stofirs and other like holdings.
TOO
NUMEROUS TO MENTION.
ssible
Frankfort next month, to attoot iirto
THERE ARE NO TWO PIECES
In dealing in such possessions -f
ALIK
It
AND
is
E
more
YOU BUY THEM AT LESS THAN WHOL
than probable that the
legal form the ideas of the Paducah
ESALE
arseensys.
ttorneys will select a committee to PRICES. THIS IS THE SAME WARE THAT
real efeate and houses the companies
YOU SEE IN THE
W. hi &niitn, of Little Cypress,
SWEL
draw
LEST
CHIN
up
a big that will be preeented
A STORES IN THE COUNTRY; JUST
viler
At present Judge Reed holds an
ve found a way to covt-r
Filed Petition in Bankruptcy
FOR INeight weeks' term of civil court here to the legislature embodying these STANCE WE WILL SELL YOU YOU A HAND-PAINTED BOWL
s allowed them to escape ex—Schwab Stock Sold.
sugges
OR
tions
DISH
AT
,
and
$z
as THAT YOU WOULD PAY THREE
urging enactment
starting the first Monday in January
OR FOUR
years, but in this instance
DOLLARS FOR ORDINARILY.
He then tom out to Benton for four of same.
,4. thousands of others "murder
,
The
lawyer
THIS
s
IS
at
A
RARE OPPORTUNITY AND THE VERY
Benton could not
weeks, distiog which time he cona-THINGS
Duty Uniard Skates Marsha;
sibly pet1 in any oppositioa to FOR XMAS GIFTS.
finally came out" in a way least exducts civil and criminal' matters
George Sounders, of Mayfield, ar'becau
is
sethei
r
cases
ere
disposed
pected. The efforts to discover the
ing March. Then the fir*
rived here yesterday morning and
in April he has three weeks of. cries- 9( long before there expires the
al value of the property of the served on the
court term* alotted them. therefore
steamboat Three Stars
.
I
lying in the local harbor, papers inal court here, and this is foilovred they Should be more thee wiling for
atnitab
n
le Life 'Assur
ance societ
y,
WHEN YOU GIVE A PRESENT TO
with six weeks of civil court here.
ANYONE YOU WANT
the changes.
augurated by the trustees themselves, showing that H. Edelen had sued He then
TO BE SURS IT IS OF THE' BEST.
out
to
goes
,Bento
for
n
WHE
N YOU GET ANY
the
craft
owner
s
for $p he claims
"tyres the incident which gave the inARTICLE wroi COLGATES' NAME ON IT
due him for services , performed on three weeks civilscrimipal court. The
YOU CAN REST ASIdore
pretty
Comfo
rts
to
select
SURED THAT,IT IS THE HIGHEST STAN
first Monday in Septernbee -141h..fe
surance investigating committee a the
DARD
boat. The suit is* set for trial
. SOAPS. TOILET WATERS AND THEIR OTHER PREP
comes here three more weeks of from than you ever saw before.
but to much rascality and many sur- this morning at to
ARATIONS ALL MAKE
o'clock in the criminal court, foHowd
Just
look
throug
ACCEPTABLE PRESENTS
h our stock
by three
prises. A law to compel the insurance court of United States ConunissionRUDY, PHILLIPS & CO
weeks of civil and criminal business
er
W.
Armour Gardner.
companies to place their surpluses
COLGATE'S TOILET WATE1R.S.
at Benton. The third Monday of
Sunday was the day set ior the October six more weeks
only in such bonds and stock* as are
of civil busi
25C SIZE AT 23c: soc SIZE AT 39c; 75c SIZE
negotiable at all times may be one new United States Marshal George tress is entered into here at the
AT
AT 75.c.
Long, of Lietchfield, Ky., to suc- court 'house and this
THIS COMES IN VIOLET, CASHMERE soc; $t c;c• SIZE.
follow
is
ed
imBOUQUET AND
of the recommendations of the in- ceed
OTHE
R ODORS. WE SHOW A LINE OF
Marshal A. D. James for this mediately by three weeks of crimCOLGATES' NICELY
vestigating coronrittee in its report state, but it seems that
BOXE
D
GOOD
S
AT
ac.
the commis- inal court here.
CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP---SM
to the approaching session of the sion of Long from the president of
o
ALL
SIZE
Thus it will he shown ilia the AND ALSO
tsc
CAKE,
LARG
the
E SIZE 24e CAKE
TO
United
CAPT
URE
Stales
AN
has not yet arNew York general assembly.
ENORMOUS SHIPMENT OF I
rived. as the telegram directing Do judge has on* four weeks' term, and
two three week,' terms out at BenGOLD
So-called "clot*. are robbing St uty Saunders to serve the steamboat ton. There is never much doing out
parkes, came from Marshal James at
there and he believes that the four
Louis of scitnething like. $135,000 a Louisv
ille. Marshal Long is ex•
•
UMBRELLAS ALWAYS MAKE EXCELLEN
weeks three times during the twelve
T GIFTS FOR LAsear in the way of revenue for license. pected to take charge now any
day, three, and the three weeks' terms, re Timely Warning of Plot Followed DIES, MEN AND CHILDREN
WE ARE SHOWING A BIG LINE
Under the laws of Missouri "clubs" and he will retain Major Saunders as
by
Arrest
ALL,
of
OF
Presid
ent of the
MEN'S UMBRELLAS AT $1.00, St so
duced to two weeks each, all for Ben
AND UP, WIREWorkingmen's Council.
are permitted to sell whiskey to miens. his deputy for ,this portion of the ton. This would take
LESS UMBRELLAS AT Si.304 LADIES'
Aiff three
COLORED UMBRELLAS.
state.
CT'.$1
48
AND UP: CHILDREN'S SCHOOL
hers without license and without any
weeks from Renton, and Tie . wants
UMBRELLAS AT soc,
•jsc AND Ofk; CHILDREN'S BLUE
one of these weeks attached to the
regard to days or hours. Many saUMBRELLAS AT $i so
Bankrupt's Petition.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 19.—It apthree crimirsal sessions 'held her durloons have discovered this fact and
Wm. N. Smith, a merchant of ing the
WE HAVE MANY OTHER THIN
year. That would make pears that dhe deputies of dile
GS
have been closing as saloons and Little Cypress, yesterday filed
THAT
WILL MARE
a pe- four weeks of criminal business Workmen's Council, which is actual- SWELL PRESENTS—SUCH AS LADI
ES' FANCY COLLARS, SHOPopening as "clubs', hence the lass of tition in bankruptcy giving $i.298 thrice each year, itestea::: of three ly a revolutionary cabinet, lately PING BAGS, OPER
A BAGS, HANDKERCHEIFS, RURS
FOR LArevenue and the infrinment • of the liabilities and several hundred dol- weeks three times during the twlve planned to arrest Count Witte, and DIES AND CHILDREN, FANCY
WORK, LAUNDRY BAGS. COMB
lars assets. The local credit
captur
e
a
railwa
ors
y
AND
month
train
are
s.
that
BRUS
Out
was to
at Bentoo he is never
H SETS, SILK HOSIERY IN
Sunday laws pirtecalasly. A fight in Covington
BLACK, CREAM AND
Brothers & Company, busy more that ten days at the out- have carrie‘ abroad the czar's va:u PINK, FINE LACE
HOSIERY, KID GLOVES, FUR
opposition to the 607C,a TN "clubs" is Poo; and Weeks Brothers
SETS AND
& Com- side, disposing of the business out aisles and three litinerM million ru- HANDKERCHEIFS FOR THE
CHILDREN, SUSPENDERS, NECK
the talla and if the laws under test pany. $41.
There are several there on accrunt of it being so light, bles ($153,000,000) iii gold, hat the T:E3, MUFFLERS, COLL
ARS
HAND
will not reach the managers then smaller ones here.
whik in 'numerous instances he be, authorities rectived timely warnink E": :AILITARY BRUSHES, SHIR KERCHEIFS, SILK AND LINTS AND MANY OTHER THIN
f
the
plot.
There
GS
finished in about four days.
upon Count 1Viite FOR THE MEN.
other attempts will be made to do
Schwab Stock Sold.
caused
the
'arres
t
of
'his
revolu
tionHis
idea
is to put ore to every
so. Under an allegation the sale of
In the'bankrupt court
GILT PICTURE FRAMES AT 48c AND
yesterday criminal term here one of the weeks ary rival, It. Krustaleft, president
69c EACH.
liquor by such organizations is il- Trustee Boyd, of the
Moses Schwab taken off the Benton sessions. He of the Workmen's Council, and ?cost
GILT
CAND
LE
STIC
K HOLDERS 39c, 48c, 98e AND
legal in intent if not purpose the bankruptcy case, sold the stock of wants its arrana
S2.25 EACH,
d so) that the time poned the gold shipment.
grand jury of tte county is to in- dry goods and clothing of Schwab, convening of the criminal terms
Then
the revoiutionists issued
it being bought in by L. Rubel,
of here be advanced one week, this ex- their manifesto, instructing the peovestigate the "riots" at once. It is
the S. Fe% dry goods 'house, for SLAra week taken. from. Bentcm put on ple to refuse paper money and de- ARE
a pretty safe assettion to say that the OW. Just
ALWAYS RECEIVED WITH MUCH
as soon as the lawyers bete, and then let the first
PLEASURE. WE ARE,
week of mand itild, t hus reducing the money SHOWING SOME
"clubs" of St. Lcruits have only a short finish arguing before Referee
FINE VALUES IN MERCERIZ
Bagby criminal court here be devoted to di' in eirc %trot) and obliging Witte to WITH
ED DAMASK
the
NAPKINS TO MATCH, AND LINE
latter will decide whether or not posing of whatev
tenure of life, as the conditions have
N WITH NAPKINS TO
er civil matters keep t e gold at home. They also MATCH.
Schwa
b
'has
READ
Y-MA
proper
DE
ly accounted for come before him. For that week prepared another manifesito declarCLOTHS IN WHITE,
become known ter Gov. Folk and he
HEMSTITCHEDe
AND PLAIN.
the $10,000 the trustee claims he has he can then
also empanel the crim- ing that the army and navy service
proposes to righirtEent forthwith.
not.
inal grand jury and let that.. body oatIst to the czar were void, hecautc
insestigate cases before it, and bring the manifesto of October 30 aboI
The Una industry of vhe South,
When debating what to give,
in many indictments, so the petit ished the autocracy and established
particularly to Alabama is worthy ofe look over our
jury will have a large number of a constitution giving to the people
Xmas suggestions
a cousideration second to the product
You will surely find something
eases to start on when it is conven- legislative and executive power and
you want.
of cotton. A commercial report from
es the following Monday for the re- necessitating the convocation of a
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
maining three wteks of the term constituent assembly. Hence, the
Birmingham declares that the year
which. would be Converted into four manifesto declared, the czar and
now closing will round out with the
weeks by tacking on the other week Count Witte tvere usurpers.
Hardin Wedding.
beat showing ever made in Alabama
Last Saturday the members of Inc
Word from Hardin, Marshall coun deducted from Benton. At present
council assembled to sign/ this manindustries since coal, iron and steel ty. yesterday was that Miss
Josie now here the grand jury is empanelCare been factors. /The pig-iron Utley and 1*. Walter MeNebb, and ed the kint day of criminal court ifesto and decide on further action.
foundries have akezerly sold all they Miss Kooper Starks* and Mr. Cratus and petit jury the second day, attd Cossacks and gendarmes surrounded
Edwards, all eloped to Jackson, at it takes the grand jury some the building an dimprisoned th!
can make during the first three
Tenn., Sunday and were there tmited times a week before they begin re- c mit and sleveral other labor lead months of the new year. The makers in marriage by Rev.
Simultaneously the editors and
Stumpf, of the turning indictmentS, the petit jury,
Something useful as well as
of iron pipe in the. BirtOinstham dis- Baptist Highland church. The cou- when there are only a few cases' be- affs of the liberal papers were arWhy not a nice pair of Sfik
hands
ome, one of bur $8.50
rested
and these publication, were
Hose for Xmas—a pure silk at
trist have °erters. that will call for ples returned home Monday. All fore it, goes ahead and tries them
Eiderdown Comforts
and disposes of the bunch before suspended. This produced a panic
a pair.
many thousand tons of pig iron, and belong to well" known families of
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO
and
the
the conetitutional monarchists
grand jury begins turning In inthat city, and have nenserotts Padu• RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
the steel makers haverall they'can do. cah friends
immediately joined the revolationMiss Utley is the dictments. In this manner the petit .
.
Special Imported Table Linen
Steel rods, wire, nails, staples, woven niece of es-seestos Newt. /Joey, of itint is held hack waiting for the
Nothing nicer ,than a ptetty
sets for Xmas
grated jury to bring in bills 29 the
gddyvilk,
Ptil" for Xinas--$i oo to $3o oo.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
• - ).
tO - t I
i kantly.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & tO.
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Paducalis Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
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SALES

.up the suit for Jesse B. Muss who is
contesting the will of his late father,
Major Thomas E. Mlose, who die .
several months age in the Philipgiue
islands: and who disinherited the sort
FRIDAY IS FINAL DAY FOR here. The doctuoent will be lodgod
5 .
in the circuit e&irt be#ore, the d* MISS WILLIE PACE AND MR
I •
FILING NEXT TERM
of this keels.
PAUL JOHNSON SOON TO
4
SUITS.
MARRY.
OLD IACX FROST WILL BE GETTING IN HIS WORK IN A FEW DAYS
^"
Magisterial Court.
PROMISES TO BE ONE OF LONG DURATION,
THEREFORE IT BEHOOVES YOU TO SEE
Justice
Richard
THAT
J. Barber Monday
YOUR FEET ARE WARMLY SHIM, YOUR SHOES
The Ev-aneville Pressed Brick ComWATER AND COLD PROOF, IF
convened his monthly term of magis- Quartette From Hardin Eloped to
YOU WOULD AVOID ILLNESS
pany Filed Suit Against Thomas
terial court, but adjourned same over
Jackson, Tenn., Sunday and
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, AND THE
Bridges' & Son.
BABIES, WE HAVE THE BEST LINES
until tomorrow, as yesterday and toWere Married.
OF SHOES THE MARKETS AFFORD.
-11 day be was busy with the fiscal court
FOR MEN, THE FLORSHEIM, THE FAMOU
S W. L. DOUGLASS, THE EDWIN CLAP?
of which he is a member. and which
AND SEVERAL OTHER VERY EXCELLENT MAKES
O.
A large number of suitstext; "cid a special session to make
Invitations have bee* issued anFOR WOMEN. WE HAVE THE BEST LINES
filed in the circuit court•be
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HERIFF-ELElCT JOHN OGILVIE EXECUTED GOOD
SURETIES.

ppraieers Named for T. E. Moss
Estate—Deeds Filed and Wedding License Issued.

•

B.06I1VI[ CO•

True values never
lack for
quick purchasers.

Dentist.
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
3139 Broadway.

CI4111STMAS NOVELTIES

LADIES' NEW STYLE HAND BAGS, IN BLACK AND BROWN, AT 75c TO $1 oo. LADIES' COTTON UMBRI'LLAS AT 35c TO $t oo. LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS AT $1.5o TO $14.06.
WHITE
SILK ASV SPANGLED EVENING FANS AT soc TO $5 oo. EBBROIDERED NOVELTY JAPANESE
FANS AT $z.5o. DRESSING ROOM SLIPPERS AT $1.00. LADIES' STOCK COLLARS. 4N LACE,
MUSLIN OND SILK, AT 25C TO $1.5o. PILLOW TOPS OF ALL DESCRIPTION AT 25c AND soc
TABLE COVERS AND SCARFS, MADE OF LINEN AND EMBROIDERED, AT $1 oo TO $5 oo
BEAUTY PINS, ASSORTED STYLES, AT 3c PER DOZEN.

Colored Silk Hose in beautiful
shades at $2 oo a pair
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO

BOY SHOOTING

JOSEPHINE ROUTEN, COLORED, BECOMES MOTHER
UNATTENDED.

Hid Body of Her Baby in a Trunk
Where the Corpse Was Found
Yesterday.

EStoVes sar2c:

11.1. avers,M. D.
OFFICB

Buy anything and sell everything.
218-22o Court street. Old phone 1316.

FIFTH

is, NORTH

Clem

Rita

eV*

Frallsioli.

TELEPHON-ES
Residence sg11

Moving wagon in connection.
Office 233 „omen!
J. K. HENDRICK.

J. G. MILLER

LAWYE RS

WM. MARBLE.

OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Padlicah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone yoo
New Phone 174.

Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS

ia and 3 Register Build.T. Hessig. M.D. ing,Rooms
Broadway.
on
1-11

Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.

elle"

—DENTIST—
Truehart Building.

DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120

NORTH FIFTH STREET

Attorney-at-Law,

Dr. Sidney Smith
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Our line of Xmas Handkerpresent.
this morning an autopsy will he held trial by letter. Hie annonneed what
is beautiful and one
chiefs
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
to ascertain if it was born alive, and was a croft between a judgment of
wishing something always acif so the mother will be charged not guilty and a pardon in which the
ceptable should ere them.
—No old stock at Hawkins Bros. with murder.
attorney general conctoved. If, afRUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Everything new and up-to-date.
ter that, anybody expected anything
oi96 mom, - - 'Atopeozeo Ott
Ring 321 for all kinds of hickory foint further prtieecution of the case
A Comfort for Christmas
that person is now disappointed.
would be most appropriate.
wood. Little's Spoke Factory.
1Go to Stutz's for candy.
"I do not know whit-Ohm Mr. JudRUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
11.6111.0

state. Both phones 37.

IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROUBLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER,
FECT HEALTH.

Both Phones 355
FOR SALE
Office hours 8 to to a. no, i to 3
STORES.
p. m. and 7 to 9 porn.

Room No. 5, Columbia Building.

•

Practice in all the courts ef the

A. S. DABNEY, Lemon Chill Tonic

ALBEN W. BARKLEY.

BLOCH'S JEWELRY STORE

TILLMAN
AGAINST
CASE
PASSED OVER UNTIL
TODAY.

Highest price paid for second-hand

FL1Ir2ittute.

L. B. Ogilvie & Co.
BABY IN TRUNK

NOTICE!

NEVER GRIPES NOR SALIVATES. ALL DRUGGIST loc.

rrCD-Y-a

—Our business of four months is
as phenomenal as a business of three
years. An up-to-date Soda business
thit operrnee.
HAWKINS BROS.. 417 B'way.

-Tils a trh) of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, g
table,
gocil rooms, etc. Boats
,e each
Wednesday and Saturday
5 p. in.
For other information apply to Jas
Koger.,_ superinteadeats littonle Brown, agent

Vegetated
Calomel

Property So'd.
Kate Nunetnacher sold to J. F.
-Holt, for $150, property on the
North si°e of Maple avenue, and the
deed filefl for record with the clerk
yesterday.
to
EVEN THE HANDSOMEST OF ALL THESE FINE DOLLS MAY BE YOURS FOR A PRICE
W. C. O'Bryan transferred
James Spriggs, for $15o, property THAT IS REMARKABLE FOR MODESTY. CHOOSE EARLY.
lying in the Vaughan addition to the
STUFFED DOLLS THAT• ARE UNBREAKABLE _AT toe.
City.
A. D. Iluchanan bought from W. C.
KID BODY DOLLS AT 25C, soc AND Si oo.
O'Bryan, for Ofo, property in the
JOINTED DOLLS AT Si oo, $1.50, $ono AND UP TO $3.00.
Loeb & Bloom addition to the city.
For $.1,311.5o 'Henry Beyer transDRESSED DOLLS IN A BIG VARIETY AT 25c, soc, $1.00, $1 25 TO $3 50.
ferred to C. G. Warner and others,
in
street
Beyer
on
lying
ptoperty
FOXY GRANDPA DOLLS AT $1 oo.
'tkrcadia.
CLOWN DOLLS AT sc TO soc
Land lying out in the county has
been sold by C. V. Ross to L. L.
Jones for $87.5o.
-J. A. Gardner transferred to Louis
Starks for $6so, property on Bachman street.
WHEREVER THESE TOYS GO THERE'LL BE HAPPY CHILDREN ON
CHRISTMAS MORNING
Affingaistrater.
—AND
AFTER, TOO, FOR THEY'RE MADE TO STAND THE ,RACKET.
before
Frank M. Fisher qualified
the county court as administrator of
STATIONARY ALCOHOL ENGINES AT il000; TRAINS THAT RUN
ON A TRACK AND RUN
the estate of bite late sister-in-law, BY SPRING POWER AT Si oo,
$oso AND $3 oo; TOY IRON TRAINS AT toe, 25c, soc
Veal.
AND St 00;
Mrs Elizabeth
IRON FIRE ENGINES AT soc AND $1 oo; IRON HOOK AND
LADDERS AT $1.00; IRON TOYS, A
BIG VARIETY, AT 5c, Toe AND 25c; TOOL CHESTS FOR BOYS AT
Licensed to Marry.
$1 oo; DOLL BABY BEDS AT
The clerk issued a wedding license soc AND $t oo; DOLL BABY CRADLES AT toe; BUSTER BROWN
PUZZLES
AT 70C.
SPECIAL
to 'Thomas Harris, aged 21, ana VALUES AND ASSORTMENT OF TOYS ON sc AND
toe
the
COUNTERS
of
both
rthel Stanley, aged an,
Give the little eno a pair of
our nice Knit Leggings for
Xmas
RUDY, PHILLIPS ft CO

$8.00 for the Round

Trip to lennessee river
Stamper and return.

Dr.

AT ITS BEST

Major Moss' Estate.
Yesterday in the county court
Judge Richard T Lightfoot selected
Thomas L. Crice, Richard G. Coldwell and Sheriff Lee D. Potter, as
appraisers, to inventory and place a
value upon the eetate 'of the late
Olhomes E. Moss.

St. Louis and Tennessee Rivet Packet company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.

If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or sepaire take them to K. C.
Roseni329 South Third Street
have
the
cest line cf samples for tints
in the city. Suits made tosorder.

The Christmas Stock

In the county court yesterday
Sheriff-elect John W. Ogilrvie , executed bond for the faithful performances of the duties of Phis office, when
he goes in the first of next month.
He gave sureties of Edward L.
Atkins, Thomas J. Atkins GeorgeC.
Thompson, W. F. Bradekaw and L.
BEAUTY AND ATTRACTIVENESS, MOST CLEVERLY COMBINED
WITH
RARE PRICES,
B. Ogilvie. After he takes charge
Mr. Ogilvie gives a bead for the col- LOWNESS, WELL MIGHT THEY BE CALLED THE MAXIMUM OF VALUE FOR THE MINIlections he makes during tenure.
MUM OF MONEY.

EXCURSION

Paducah
Steam Dye Woeks

county.

let between
'greenbelt.
auevealag
tag Aguas
as that Wet
hIs hoer*
14 net bias
t Ilv• with
0 be deterWaterloo
farewell.
and oweMOO Isle
Poked vary,

t In moo's
$ Yon net
mar Poeta mtigift

SHERIFF'S BOND

The w
woman
shops
early
In the day-

AT

ALL

DIELt7

El-I. PURYEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporatidn and
Real Estate Law.

DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.

Dr. B. B.gGriffith
DR. R. E. HEARNF

phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
7 tO

BUILDING.
BROOKHILL
TELEPHONE NO. 444.

M.: 1 tO

3 p. m., 7

TRUEHEART

tO 9

p. m„

BUILDING.

Botb phone 868 at_the office, both
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474

Vernon Blythe

7. B. harrison,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.

CITY ATTORNEY

Rooms 3o4-6 Fraternity Building.

Attorney-at-Law.
ROMS

Important Changes of Time o: South
ern Railway.

13 and 14 Columbia Building
Old Phone

10g.

•

h•

WON,a.

DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
On Friday, December 1st, the following changes in time of Souther
railway trains will become effective:
No. r, now leaving Louisville at
7:40 a. m., will depart at 8 a. m.
No. 9, now leaving Louisville at
3:50 p. tn., will depart at 3:35 p. m.
No. 23, now leavin; Louisville at
7:25 p. ca. will depart at 7:15 v. m.
No. 24, now leaving Lexington at
6 p. m.,
depart at 5:40 P. tro-Nb. 2, now leaving Lexington at
5:3o p. m, will deport at 5 p. m.
Corresponding changes will be
made at tort] station(' and passenger, intending to use these trains
tthould coned-It ticket agents for complete information.
C. H. HUNGERFORD. D. P. A.
PLAY POSTERS FIRE IRISH.
Sons of Erin Threaten to Burn
Opera-House at Butte, Mont.

(Homeopathist.)
Office 3o6 Broadway—Phone
Residence, gig Broadway.
Phone teo.

r20.

Cecil Reed

J. C. Flournoy

FLOTJRNOY& REED
LAWYERS
Rooms to, it and

la.

Columbia Bldg.

PADUCAffi,

Dr. B. T, Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, 120
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence met Clay, Old Phone 16911

0. D. Schmidt

Butte, WM., Der. t9.--A big mass
meeting of indignant IritIhnien was
Architect and Superintentlent
held today to take action against a
eot Fraternity Building.
show company's posters cartooning
the Irish. It decided not to permit Old Phone 4211 Red; New Phone 3s.
the company to play in Butte.
Threats are made to burn down the Pubscab•
Kentucky
opera-house if necessary to prevent it.

•T,...31141111i11*0410t.
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ABOUT THE PEOPLE

GLADDEN REARM.
Charity Club Will Play Santa Claus
for the Little Folks.

4

,
POPULAR WAN1To Improve and Preserve Your Beauty
USE
NADINE FACE fOWER

FOR RENT—Six-room cottage,
Mr Warren Sights vvili arrive on
Yesterda; morning, the *Charity
Friday from Chicago to spend the club met at the home of Miss Cor- No..1623 Broadway. Apply at RegIn Green Boxes Only.
holidays with his parents, Dr. and tile Grundy, on North Seventh near ister office.
SrPERIOR IN QUALITY. HARMMrs.. H. P. Sights.
Jefferson street, and arrAged to
MInsie pupils wanted by Miss AnLESS AS WATER.
Mn. Miltoa Wallerstein has rsturn give Christmas presents- to poor
Nadine Face Powder is compoundvd from mi itary shoo -.near Chi- children of the city. The ladies will nie filic'holson at 531 ,,South
Fifth
ed and purified b ya nearly discovered
cago to spend Christmas 'with his ask merchants and everybody to do- street. Old phone 2112.2.
process. Produces a beautiful, soft f
parents, Mr. and Mrs. .Hermitn Wal nate fruit, candies, nuts, toys and in
velvet
FOR
appearance, which remains unSALE
or-ie,nt
fact
lerstein.
---837 Jefferson.
anything that can gladden the
til washed off. Ladies who use NaM. P. Fitzoatrick of the trairsier hearts of the little ones. The don- Possession at *ace; Whittemore.
dine Face Powder its green boxes
company, hits gone.toChicago, on ations -cars be sent to -the home of
s are sure the complexion wild be fresh
LOISM or
—Black and tan
business connected with the failure Miss Grundy or she telephoned, and
and lovely at close of the
mac setter pup, eight
of the Nationsa bank there, his moth- she will send for them. Another Gordon
evening.
The quality is unequaled.
er having $6,soco on deposit at the meeting will' be held Friday and the months old. Finder return to Lee
Buy
one so cent package and if
institution.
manner of distribution among the Eakev at Eighth and Harrison anti
you are
be rewarded.
not entirely satisfied notify us,
hieut Robcrt Treadway of the poor decided upon.
and
we will promptly refund your money.
Fourth regiment, U. S. A. of Ft.
FOR RENT—"The Inn" property
Sold by leading druggists, or mail.
Thomas, Ky., was here yesterday
CLOSE LIBRARY.
THE REXALL STORE.
on North Seventh beta ecn Madison
...Price so cents. White, Flhsh,
visiting friends. He is off On a leave
Pink,
Brunett.
FOURTH AND BROADWAY: of abseasee_s„sitisIg his family in Institution Will Be Closed All Satur- and Monroe. Apply Dr. J. G. Brooks._
'Marshall'county.
day and That Night.
'-'FOR
RENT 4— Apartmeiiii- in
'Marsha! Charles 'Nutt of ThySold in Paducah by all Leadin
Wednesday Morning, Dec. 20, 1905. field was here yesterday on business. President E. W. Beery of the Bogies' }basun 'Sixth and Broadway.
g'
Bath,
druggis
heat
ts.
and
lights.
Carneg
ie
Furnis
a -s. W.
library
hed
,
or
and son today go
announces
that
unfurni
shed.
Apply to L. P. Head,
to Trenton
•
.to spend Christ- when the building -at Itlinth and
Essaldway Closes freidaytatisht, it will custodian, at building, or-ring oaa.
nsas..
_.Nhsts Anna Webb of Washington, not open again until Sunday afterFOR RENTT—Three rooms
D :Us arrived last night to spend noon when it keeps. open usual hours,
on
Christmas witt her parents Mr. and and. then again Sunday evening. Clos- ground floor for housekeeping, one
—At no
ing that night the institution rethains aquart of postoffice . Address "R. J.
toglay: Evangithat G. C. Mrs. frohn
Cates and PaIralr• ;Pah* S. Cheek) of
shut down until the following Tues- M‘" this offite.
day Morning. The building is -closed
the FirejlaPtisrAhunth,wiTh conduct
Goes On Road.
servicerll „tiel.a. C.: railroad shops,
FOR RENT—Five-room cottage,
Mr. William Baker is preparing to Saturday in order Misses Mayme
for bene6t4asf shealrorlamen who have
modern
Bayrtha
rn
improvements, bath, electric
and
aubye
Corbet
t,
the
start i company on the road out of
no4 the gana
cane to church.
Chattineoga, Tenn., to prheluce Pow- librarian and assistant Idirarian, can lights, at 1036 Madison street, Ali:
—Postanagter L. C. Starks of Har- hatan.
He had amateurs to put it do their Christmas shopping, they ply to Dr. P. H. Stewart.
din, is ccnistructing, a new coocrete
ou here severai weeks ago for bene- having no other opportune time for
Mock of soisiness houses a! !at fit of the Home
that on account of the building being
LOST—Watch 'fob, On Broidway.
You are Invited to see our
sr the Friendless.
place, to be occupied by hiinseli as
kept open from morning until late at Made of four foreign coins. Finder
postoffiee and gents. furnishing store
night every week day.
telephone 716 for owner and be reOur line of Si oo Umbrellas is
-s---Tom Austin was arress !kwarded.
beauty
a
quite
;
a nice Xmas
night on a breach ,>f the peaci.
For Xmas Cigars and Pipes go to
THE NEW STORE,
present for the money.
327 BROADWAY
rant by Officers Hill and Fergersois
Wilhelm & Ferrimare 311 Broadway.
FOR RENT=Four-roitm cottage,
RUDY
, PHILLIPS & CO.
—Will Williams, colored, was
No. 623 Jefferson stre4t; ,gas, bath,
- 41,
scuffling with another darky on the
—The Independent Telephone com- etc.. in the house. Apply to W. H.
To Policy Holders.
—The
Knittin
Dixie
g Mills, of pany has organized and
steamer Tennessee last evening, when
Patter
son. Old phone 1346.
We wish to notify our patmns, the
filed incorthe other cut a deep gash in Wialiams Eighth and Jones, closes down Thurs- poration papers at Nitayfield, prepara:
public generally, through the daily
day
for
weeks
two
in
order to in- tory to building the system
-back which was sewed up by Dr. Jeff
there. The
STOP at B. Michael's for Dia- prese, each agent signing the notice,
stall new machinery.
Robertson.
same -people controlling the new sys- monds, Brooch Pins,
Vt
Wattlits, Guns, that commencing csn the first day of
tem, own the independent concern Pistols, Rings, Bracel
The I. C. Railroad has closed for
et; Snit Cases. January, igo6, all policies are due Sold at
though
Have
you
here in Paducala and they have, sent Clothing. Shoes.
t how nice a
the winter Gravel Switch, wohich is
Gray's Buffet,
See IB. Michael, art and payable when the insurance is
pretty pair of Lace Curtains
there to build the lines Mn. Davis, Broadway, for bargain
thirty miles above here on the Louiseffected or upon deiivery of tiolicy in
s.
Palmer
House liar,
formerly "manager of the local office.
ville division- of the road, and at -would be for Xmas, at $r oo to
person or by mail.
L. A. Lagornarsino.
$zo.00 a pair.
which place are located the gravel
BOARD OF LOCAL
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
pits out of which material is pro—Mr. and Mrs. Chin Houston
Exclusive agents, Ishkoodah, -Ky.,
UNDERWRITERS.
cured by the road. As it is too cold
Go to Stutz's for candy.
have a new girl at their home
coal, clippings for kindling, five cents
The
fiscal
year in Tennessee endto world the pits during the winter,
Mrs. E. L Whiteside', osteopath, per bundle. Phone ao.i.
We have made a special purthey are closed, and the gravel cars ing Tuesday, is said to have been 609% Broadway; Phones, Old 1431,
A special tine of Sample PursNOBLE & YEISER
chase of Handkerchiefs and now
the most prosperous in the states Nen. a6z.
will be converted into coal cars.
es for Xmas; hence better values
offer you the prettiest line we
- —So many owners of bird dogs history.
than you could ordinarily purMiss Risnge public stenographer,
GO to StOtZ
'
S for candy.
ever hernibed.
have lost their animals by theft of
Palmer House.
chess
for the sarne money.
•
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
recent, that they are preparing to orWe show the largest line of
RUDY
, PHILLIPS & CO..
Wilhelm & Ferrirnan, 311 BroadWhy
not club together and get
ganize a club, to vigorously proseFancy Silks in the city an da
way. A full line of Xmas Pines and
the
mother
a
nice,
large
carpetA cornolete assortment of golf
cute any thief detected, and in this
nice Silk Waist or Dress would
You could not find anything
Cigars.
size Rug. Om prices range
or cashmere si/k-lined or mermanner break up fte nefarious pracsurely be appreciated by mother.
nicer than a Keiser Collar for
from
$15
cio
to
$65
oo.
cerised Gloves
tice.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Xmas.
Go to Stutz's for candy.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Card Cases Pass Cases and Bill
• Books.
Jo° all Leather Samples to select
4
from.
Your Name and Address in Gold
Letters.
An Ideal Christmas Present for a
Gentleman.

PHERSONS

DRUG STORE.

NATIONAL TOILET CO., Paris,Tosi.

LOCAL NEWS

RR IMP
JEWELRY STORE

OPEN TONIGHT

is

•

1)

'1

Christmas Display.

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER .

SAM STARK

12°
S.2nd
Street

The Oldest and Best Conducted Bottle and Jug House
in the City of Paducah.

•

•

•

•

120
S. 2nd
Street

••••••1.3.1.4t****.t.
trttf
•

Some of my many brands
of Bottled in Bond Pure Whiskies are:

for Chirteen

Old Jordan,8-year-old
per gallon -

-

My line of California Wines
is the finest ever shown in
Paducah.

I Dave Served

Old Oscar Pepper Old Crow
E. L. Miles Paul Jones
Yellowstone
Monroe Rye
Old Jordan Mellweed
McBrayer
Old Jordan, 12-year-old
par gallon,

years

The people of this city and surrounding territory with strictly high-class whiskies, wines and
brandies. I handle nothing but pure, straight
goods, bought direct from bonded warehouses.
In my display window you can see the finest collection of fine whisky and California wines ever
shown by any house in western Kentucky. I
pride myself in keeping a neat, clean, attractive
place---a place to which any lady may come to
make a purchase of whisky and wines for household and medicinal uses. My reputation and the
class of trade that buys all their goods of me is
evidence that I handle only PURE GOODS.

$4.00

$3.00

My Ferndale $2.00 Whisky
will compare with tray f2.50
Whisky in the city.

Catawba Wine
Haut-Sauterne Escapernong
Old Port Wine
Blackberry and Sherry Wine
Fine Old Peach Brandy
Fine Old Apple Brandy
Elegant, Smooth Old Scotch
Whisky, Shaw's Pure Malt

•

My Ferndale $2.00 Whisky
will compare with any $2.50
Whisky in the city.
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SEND
FOR

A

ME

THE

CHRISTMAS

JUG

THIS YEAR. IF YOU ONCE
BUY

MY

Special Holiday Prices

ORDER

WHISKIES

YOU

WILL BE A REGULAR CUSTOMER AT MY PLACE.

As a special Holiday inducement to have you come or
send to me for your Whiskies, I will sell any of my
Bonded Whiskies, ranging from eight to twelve years
old, at $1.00for a full quart.

WE PAY PROMPT ATTEN,

•4

TION TO BOTTLE OR JUG
TRADE FOR OUT-OF-TOWN
CUSTOMERS AND SHIP IT
OUT THE

SAME

DAY WE

RECEIVE YOUR ORDER.

•

•

